
WINEMAKER NOTES:

- NIELS & BIMMER UDSEN, Founders

HARVEST NOTES:

2019 DAM FINE WINE

               34% Cabernet Dorsa, 22% Cabernet Sauvignon, 21% Charbono, 

16% Syrah, 7% Tannat

                                   Whale Rock & Blind Faith                      Paso Robles 

                         September & October 2019

                             November 13, 2021                                         25.5º brix 

    French & American                              12 months                           13.6%

 0.63 g. 100ml            3.93                   0.0 g. 100ml

- Jamie Malesza, Winemaker 

TASTING NOTES:

APPEARANCE: 
AROMA: 
PALATE: 

TECHNICAL NOTES:

VARIETAL: 

VINEYARD SOURCES:                                                  AVA: 
HARVEST DATE: 
BOTTLING DATE:                                     HARVEST SUGAR: 
OAK:                                        OAK AGE:                       ALCOHOL: 
TA:                          pH:                  RS:

          Dark Brick

Boysenberry tart, nutmegn cinnamon, cherry and vanilla

Black fruits, well balanced with a hearty finish

Vintage 2019 is like the Tale of Two Cities. The beginning of harvest was a bit late to 

start but the fruit was ripe, juicy, balanced, and full of color. It felt like an amazing super 

vintage was in the making both in quality and timing. However, we must never forget 

that we are farming, and anything can happen. A series of early frosts hit, and the vines 

slowed down making the tail end of harvest more difficult and time consuming. 90% of 

the fruit made it in time so overall the outlook is still bright!

Always a fun blend to assemble as we have no rules, just make a Dam Fine wine. We 

started with our Blind Faith Cabernet Dorsa as the base which offers a strong backbone 

for this blend. All the other varieties for the blend come from our Whale Rock 

Vineyard.The Cabernet Sauvignon brings instructure and refined tannin and the Charbono 

comtributes the deep hues and rich black fruit elaments. Finaly, the Syrah and and Tannat 

tie this beautiful quaffer together with bright notes of cherries and vanilla.

The story of this wine is intertwined with the story of Castoro Cellars. As we all know 

Castoro is italian for "beaver'.  So what do we make?  The answer is:  dam fine wine.  

When, over a decade ago, we wished to put together a red blend that captured the essence 

of our vineyards, a sense of place and the enjoyable wines those vineyards produce, the 

obvious name was Dam Fine Red Wine. There is no template or recipe for this blend.  

Rather it is a result of trial and error using the most compelling wines of the vintage.


